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About This Game

It is a VR Experience where you need to find clues to solve puzzles and find your way out of the Room. There are some items
that can be grabbed and carried around. With some items you can interact (such as switches,piano and numpads).

Please notice:
It currently only supports the HTC Vive.

Medium room size is recommended.
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Title: The Puzzle Room VR ( Escape The Room )
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Bellcat Game
Publisher:
Bellcat Game
Release Date: 1 Jan, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: WIN 7 ,WIN 10

Processor: i5

Graphics: GT960

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Only on the first level and couldnet do it due to my room being too small. I really hope they add a teleprt feture for those of us
without massize rooms. Despite this what i played was really fun and i would recomend it to anyone who likes somlive puzzles.

P.S. Please release a teleport even if its optinal so as to not ruin the experiance for people with bigger rooms :)
. Best escape room game so far. Nice and clean graphics, good controls. Make sure you have bigger room scale than the
minimum, 1st room is ok but in the second one you need about 2,5m x 3m space. Cleared the 2nd room ok, very solid
experience and fun to solve. 1st didnt start off too well, have to give it a new try. Waiting for new rooms on this one!. It's
unfinished, but there is a lot of potential here. This VR game is like the job similator of room escapes, at least it tries to mimic
job simulator in terms of the style of art and it's lightheartedness. However, there is no story (which isn't the end of the world
considering it's a room escape), and there are currently only 2 very short escape rooms (hopefully more are coming). My
personal opinion is that people should take a wait and see approach. It's kind of an interseting demo at the moment, but If the
developers add more content then I think it is a definite buy.. The Puzzle Room is another one of the good ones, and judging
from the menu there's more coming in addition to the two rooms the game already has. There's a lot of things to play with, hats
to wear, things to paint on, and puzzles to solve, and that makes this one feel unique; not everything in these rooms are related to
the puzzles, some things are just there to let you wind down and spray paint the walls or put on a Vader helmet and swing around
a lightsaber for the fun of it. The second room may or may not have a problem because one of the keys on the computer's
keyboard doesn't work for me that may be required for the answer, but otherwise this is a firm contender for "one of the good
ones" in the Escape Room VR category.. This game was freaking awesome if you like puzzle games ... Though it only took me
2.1 hours (as per steam) to complete the first 3 levels it was totally worth the $10 I spent on it.

To the developers I hope you come out with a ton more new levels that only get exceedingly harder...I would even be willing to
pay for DLC's \/ expansion packs if that is any encouragement to make the new levels.
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The Puzzle Room has a lot of different cool things, including a suprise Johnny Five, i'll list the pros and cons for the current
version:

Pros:
*A lot of puzzles, you need to think here, and is very challenging
* Johnny Five
* You can change your hairstyle and see yourself in reflections.
* Two rooms you can play in.
* Spray Paint
* Playable Records.

Cons:
* Sadly the game crashes a lot, not sure why..
* First puzzle was not completable in one segment as the flashlight would not work in the secret section, had to restart game.
* You can't fully assemble Johnny five ( No Disassemble :()
* A little expensive for how buggy it is right now.

Overall I believe this game has potential but I would wait until the bugs are fixed or it's on sale.. This game was freaking
awesome if you like puzzle games ... Though it only took me 2.1 hours (as per steam) to complete the first 3 levels it was totally
worth the $10 I spent on it.

To the developers I hope you come out with a ton more new levels that only get exceedingly harder...I would even be willing to
pay for DLC's \/ expansion packs if that is any encouragement to make the new levels.

. Third room still to go but definetly worth the money. One small con is that items may be lost for good some times. Had to
restart the first room once because of that.. I need more rooms. The puzzle room VR is a very simple yet puzzling game. It puts
you in a room where you are trapped yet you have freedom to interact with almost everyth single aspect of that room. The game
at its current state is not to hard, but if you are one to mess around in vr you can easily waste time in this game and still have
fun. Currently it only has 2 rooms to escape from. The first room being short and easy yet still fun. While the second room feels
the developers put more time into it to make it a little longer. Both rooms are still fun and possible to complete. If you are
looking for an escape the room for a decent price and future updates the price on this game is pretty resonable. Id reccomend
this game to anyone looking to escape a room or two, and definitely reccomend throwing some friends into the game aswell.. I
wish i was smarter... Just so i could feel the joy of completing one of these puzzles, with no effort!
This is one of those games.... I need to really take some time with.
I can't give much in terms of a review, but i had fun!
I'm going to share this around and see who can help me work out these puzzles :D

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=w0v0fcZPLgk&feature=youtu.be. The puzzle room VR is a very simple yet puzzling
game. It puts you in a room where you are trapped yet you have freedom to interact with almost everyth single aspect of that
room. The game at its current state is not to hard, but if you are one to mess around in vr you can easily waste time in this game
and still have fun. Currently it only has 2 rooms to escape from. The first room being short and easy yet still fun. While the
second room feels the developers put more time into it to make it a little longer. Both rooms are still fun and possible to
complete. If you are looking for an escape the room for a decent price and future updates the price on this game is pretty
resonable. Id reccomend this game to anyone looking to escape a room or two, and definitely reccomend throwing some friends
into the game aswell.. Got a bug which caused i had to restart the game once. Still enjoyed this game a lot! some good puzzle's
where u actually have to think a little to move on. Only 2 lvl's right now, but looking rly good!. I will write a full review once
teleportation is added and height adjustment is added. As someone who is extremely short and has a small room, this is
unplayable for the time being. Sucks because its a great game otherwise.. Its a nice puzzle game for its price, more then one
room, thank god, but I hate to be this guy, my rooms super small, and I hate geting refunds on good games, Just add a teleport
function please
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